


What the Aga Khan Museum Will 

Seek to Accomplish

One of the central elements of the Islamic faith is 

the inseparable nature of faith and world. The two are so deeply 

intertwined that one cannot imagine their separation. 

They constitute ‘a way of life’.

His Highness the Aga Khan
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What the Aga Khan Museum Will Seek to Accomplish

Left, a sketch by Fumihiko Maki of a section of 

the Aga Khan Museum.

Above, Qur’an Folio in Gold Kufic Script 

on Blue Parchment

North Africa, th–th century

Ink, gold, and silver (now oxidized) 

on blue-dyed parchment; 

. ×  cm

AKM 

The Aga Khan Museum has been defined from the outset as a haven for varied 

activities – going far beyond the more traditional role of a museum as a place to 

exhibit works of art. Given its pluralist ambitions and the very diversity of Islamic 

art, the institution is logically organized to offer educational opportunities, concerts, 

lectures, films and, in a less public mode, conservation of the artworks. These goals 

correspond clearly to the emphasis placed by His Highness the Aga Khan on education 

initiatives and on the effort to familiarize the West with the cultural traditions of 

Islam. The Aga Khan Museum will also organize temporary exhibitions that will range 

in theme from periods or dynasties of Islamic civilization to thematic and historic 

presentations.

Prince Amyn Aga Khan underlines some of the real goals of this varied pro-

gramme: “I would hope that we will have seminars and discussion groups, and that we 

will even have certain types of classes, and that we will do research work too. I hope 

that the initial feeling will be one of surprise and amazement. That’s what a museum 

should do for you – give you the feeling that you have discovered something that 

you hadn’t suspected had existed beforehand. After surprise and amazement, I hope 

it will be admiration. After admiration, ideally, it will be understanding. I should like 

to think that the Aga Khan Museum will help visitors to look on other human beings 

in other parts of the world with more comprehension. Ideally, a museum should 

allow those who view its collections to increase their knowledge. Every increase in 

knowledge increases one’s understanding.”¹
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The Aga Khan Museum 

Above, an exhibition entitled 

The Path of Princes: Masterpieces of Islamic Art 

from the Aga Khan Museum Collection, 

at the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, Lisbon, 

Portugal, in .

Right, Standard (alam) (detail)

Iran, th century

Steel;  ×  cm

AKM 

Luis Monreal, the General Manager of the Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC), 

explains: “The Toronto Museum is original in several respects. The first is its ambition 

to be an active educational institution, having the target to reach audiences in both 

the United States and Canada. It will have a limited, but distinguished, permanent 

collection and a large space and programme for temporary exhibitions. The themes 

of these shows will be related to the Muslim world and conceived to attract large 

numbers of people. There will be three or four temporary exhibitions a year. These 

shows may deal with major moments or dynasties of Islam, or in other cases with 

more imaginative subjects like the relationship of Muslim cultures and China through 

the Silk Route. Science in the Muslim world might be another subject, or the relation-

ship between calligraphy and other art forms, for example.” ²

The organization of exhibitions and the relationship of the Aga Khan Museum 

with other institutions that collect Islamic art are indeed a centrepiece of its overall 

strategy. Luis Monreal continues: “These exhibitions will use objects lent by public 

institutions or private collectors and the effort to stage the shows will be shared 

with other museums in Europe and North America in an informal ad hoc federation 

of interests. The masterpieces of Islamic art exhibitions which previewed the Aga 

Khan Museum Collections in Parma [Italy], London, Paris, Lisbon and Toledo [Spain] 

may give an idea of some of the institutions that will participate in these efforts. 

The travelling exhibition created some institutional links that will be positive for the 

future of the Aga Khan Museum.” Nor will the activities of the Aga Khan Museum in 
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quam, se tet veliquat.

A Repository of Heritage and a Source of Inspiration 
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The Court of Fath ‘Ali Shah 

(ruled –) with Foreign 

Ambassadors and Envoys (detail)

Tehran, Iran, c . 

Opaque watercolour and gold on paper

 × . cm

AKM 
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The Aga Khan Museum 

Engraved Brass Boat-Shaped Kashkul 

(detail)

Iran, second half of the th century

Brass; length  cm

AKM 

the area of art exhibitions be limited to pieces from much earlier times. “There may 

be contemporary art from the Muslim world as well. The Museum’s role will also be to 

place contemporary art produced by Muslim artists in the spotlight,” affirms Monreal.³ 

It is clear that the creation of the Aga Khan Museum and its willingness to participate 

in the organization of travelling exhibitions will serve in some instances as a catalyst, 

permitting other institutions to get involved in shows that they might otherwise have 

considered too ‘risky’ vis-à-vis the investment required.

It should be emphasized that the Aga Khan Museum will take its place within 

a web of sister organizations, some of which are directly related to the Aga Khan 

Development Network (AKDN) and some of which are under university control, for 

example. This is the case of the Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture (AKPIA) 

at Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), which 

is dedicated to the study of Islamic architecture, visual culture and conservation in 

an effort to respond to the cultural and educational needs of a diverse constituency 
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Cast Brass Torch Stand with Chevrons 

(detail)

Iran, late th century

. cm

AKM 

drawn from all over the world. AKPIA may well interact with the Museum according 

to circumstances, perhaps encouraging students to take internships in Toronto in 

such fields as conservation or for specific exhibitions. The Program’s professors and 

doctoral candidates would also have access to original source materials for research 

purposes.

The conservation laboratory of the Museum will, of course, have its own 

collection as a base, but may well assist other museums in the Muslim world in the 

future. The launch of two other AKTC museum projects – the Museum of Historic 

Cairo in Azhar Park, which will be under the control of the Egyptian Supreme Council 

of Antiquities and with which the Aga Khan Museum will certainly have ongoing 

relationships, and the Indian Ocean Maritime Museum in Zanzibar – may also provide 

occasions for interactions or loans in the future. Geographically closer, the Global 

Centre for Pluralism in Ottawa will surely have a great deal in common with the goals 

and aspirations of the Aga Khan Museum.
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The Aga Khan Museum 

Above, a rendering by Maki and Associates of 

low-light interior galleries intended to give an 

idea of the potential ambiance of the Museum 

rather than its design specifics.

Right, Rustam Pursues the Div Akvan 

Disguised as an Onager (detail)

Miniature painting attributed to Muzaffar ‘Ali

Detached folio from the Shahnameh 

of Shah Tamasp (ruled –)

Iran, Tabriz, c . –

Opaque watercolour, gold and ink on paper; 

 × . cm

AKM 

With a web of relations extending from the Louvre in Paris to the Calouste 

Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbon, and far beyond through the various organizations 

of the Aga Khan Development Network, the Aga Khan Museum will not find itself in 

the position of some fledgling institutions that are obliged to make their reputation 

slowly over time. This Museum will emerge at the highest levels of the study, exhib-

ition and education concerning the cultures of Islam. This substantial advantage, 

obviously permitted by the long-sustained efforts of His Highness the Aga Khan to 

promote understanding between Islam and the West, will assure that only the highest 

level of discussion, exhibition and cultural performance will occur under the aegis of 

the Museum. What Toronto receives with the Aga Khan Museum is, of course, a new 

institution based within its boundaries, but it is also in a very real sense an open door 

to other parts of the world.
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The Aga Khan Museum 

A rendering of the interior of the auditorium 

space in the Aga Khan Museum.

Though the Aga Khan Museum will obviously have a base in material culture, 

its ambitions very definitely extend to non-material culture as it might be presented 

in the institution’s state-of-the-art auditorium, for example. “The auditorium will be a 

platform for the Aga Khan Music Initiative in Central Asia or related efforts such as Yo 

Yo Ma’s Silk Road project,” according to Luis Monreal. The Music Initiative has under-

taken a long-term collaboration with the Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage of 

the Smithsonian Institution, the national museum and research complex of the United 

States, to create a ten-volume anthology of Central Asian music, underlining the wealth 

of potential activity in the area of music in Toronto. Other expressions of the music of 

Islam will, of course, also make their appearance in the auditorium according to pro-

gramming yet to be announced. So, too, lectures, sometimes in connection with other 

Aga Khan programmes, and film presentations will assure that the auditorium will have 

a rich and continuous series of events to offer the Toronto public. Luis Monreal points 

out that the significant programmes of the Aga Khan Museum will include educational 

activities planned around the temporary exhibitions for all groups: courses in Islamic 

art and culture for children and adults; a music education and discovery programme; 

seminars and conferences appealing to scholars and researchers; a resource centre 

and library; as well as workshops on the visual and performing arts.
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East-West section drawings cut through 

various points in the Museum.
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The Aga Khan Museum 

A rendering shows the interior space of the 

Museum, near the floor-to-ceiling glazing of 

the interior courtyard.
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A low-light rendering of exhibition spaces 

with some natural light admitted from the sky 

through metal skylights seen to the right.

Museums conceived in a more traditional vein tend, of course, to place an 

emphasis on conservation with all its ramifications. Even the display of artwork for 

the public is seen by some old-school curators as a distraction from their principal 

task, which consists in ‘conserving’ or keeping a work of art in pristine condition for 

future generations. Scholars are indeed formed to focus on single-minded goals in 

many cases, which is what makes for their professional competence. The Aga Khan 

Museum starts from a different premise, an imperative mission of education and 

outreach that has to do as much with the future as it does with the past. Surely 

not a place of religion per se, it is nonetheless one where certain ideas have their 

significance. His Highness explains: “One of the central elements of the Islamic faith 

is the inseparable nature of faith and world. The two are so deeply intertwined that 

one cannot imagine their separation. They constitute ‘a way of life’.” ⁴

Conceived as a vibrant and active institution that will mirror the diversity 

and complexity of Islamic culture in a broad way, the Aga Khan Museum might be 

seen as an important piece in a large puzzle that His Highness the Aga Khan has 

been patiently assembling since his accession to the Imamat in . His are not 

necessarily initiatives that will change the world from one day to the next, rather 

they are based in a long-term and complex strategy that aims to reach into all 

levels of education and information where relations between the West and Islam 

are concerned. The Museum in many respects is aimed at a broader public than his 

universities or initiatives like the Aga Khan Award for Architecture that essentially 
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The Aga Khan Museum 

A rendering by Maki and Associates shows the 

entrance lobby and Museum shop to the left. 
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reach out to scholars and professionals, and yet the long-term approach of both is 

evident. Where knowledge of the objects or the cultures concerned lacks, there will be 

ways to learn within the walls of the Museum, but there will also be a place for those 

who are willing to be ‘amazed’, as Prince Amyn has stated.

One of the current Aga Khan Professors at Harvard University, Gülru Necipoglu, 

affirms that the AKPIA program at Harvard and MIT has had a substantial impact 

on Islamic studies in the United States. Her remarks have a direct bearing on the 

profound nature of the ambitions of the Aga Khan Museum in Toronto, even though 

AKPIA and the Museum are institutionally quite separate. Of the Aga Khan, she says: 

“He is of course interested in architecture, but I believe he imagined it, in the context 

of the Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture, as a kind of mediation between the 

two worlds, which are not two opposite civilizations. He emphasized the living aspect 

of the culture instead of burying it in the medieval past. By funding these programs, 

he has opened up the field. It used to be confined and esoteric. He emphasized the 

diversity, I think because of his own Ismaili faith – showing that there is not only one 

Islam. Until the s there was a stereotyped vision of Islamic unity. It was viewed 

as being static. The emphasis on diversity made it a more real, connected study. The 

emphasis has gone from unity to diversity.” ⁵

The very concept of the Aga Khan Museum, including its architecture and land-

scape design, participates in its ambitions – to create a living link not only between 

past and present, Islam and the West, but perhaps most importantly between people, 

The use of the screen-like effect seen in the 

image above showing the inner courtyard may 

recall Maki’s own Japanese heritage, 

albeit in a very indirect and modern way.
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who, as Prince Amyn Aga Khan says, may well be able to understand each other 

better if they take the time to absorb and understand some of the profound lessons 

embodied within its white walls.

The architect Fumihiko Maki points out that modernity was a more clearly 

stated goal of His Highness the Aga Khan for the new Museum than specific refer-

ences to Islam. The references to Islam that exist in the architecture or the gardens 

are instead sublimated and rendered in their essence. Where some, in North America 

in particular, might well have a view of Islam as a dusty, dangerous place, here a 

splendid modern building, beautiful gardens and objects that tell the stories of 

more than a thousand and one nights open vistas to other worlds. The door that 

His Highness the Aga Khan opens with the new Museum is one that permits visitors 

to travel through time and space, but above all to look with a sense of wonder on 

not one but many civilizations, all based in a single religion. The very quality of the 

architecture of Maki, the gardens of Djurovic or such marvellous works of art as a 

celebrated folio from the Shahnameh of Shah Tamasp (ruled –) reveal the 

remarkable generosity of this gift to the people of Toronto and the region. If it is 

possible to sublimate a part of the essence of Islam in an idea such as light, the same 

light that touches every person, this is the place where that will happen and where 

open minds will meet.

  Prince Amyn Aga Khan, speech at the Calouste 

Gulbenkian Museum, Lisbon, Portugal, 

 March .

  Interview with Luis Monreal by the author, 

Geneva, Switzerland,  June .

  Ibid.

  His Highness the Aga Khan, speech at the 

Tutzing Evangelical Academy in Tutzing, Germany, 

 May .

  Interview with Professor Gülru Necipoglu by 

the author, Harvard University, Cambridge, 

Massachusetts,  November .

Left, School Courtyard 

with Boys Reading and Writing (detail)

Folio (r) from the Akhlaq-i Nasiri of Tusi

Ascribed to Khem Karan

Pakistan, Lahore, c . 
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